
A
s she steps into her Chandler home after
a busy day as the head women’s basket-
ball coach at Arizona State University,
Charli Turner Thorne is often mobbed
by a trio of exceptionally cute guys.

Of course, these guys are 7 and
younger.

Sons Conor, 7, Liam, 5, and Quinn,
2 ½, are the successful Division 1 coach’s biggest fans
along with Will Thorne, her husband of 12 years. And
while ASU basketball is a priority in this active house-
hold, the Thornes’ spacious and comfortable home
doesn’t sport maroon and gold paint schemes or an
excess of hoop-related paraphernalia (although a small
figurine of ASU’s devilish mascot stands sentry on top
of the family’s bookcase). Rather, the couple’s casual
and laidback approach to decorating reflects what’s most
important to them: family, be it little ones off the court
or much taller ones on the court.

Home for family and team
“She’s not just the parent of three boys,” Will said

of his wife. “She’s the parent of three boys and 14 girls.”
Indeed, Charli said she was drawn to the home

because of the pleasant neighborhood, the school
district and, more specifically, the way the rooms flow
into one another. She knew the high-ceilinged, wide-
open areas would suit her growing family as well as
team meals and meetings.

“It’s a good party layout,” she said, laughing as she
adds that “the only time we ever have anybody over,
it’s the team.”

Even when asked to describe how they define their
decorating style, Charli and Will — who were decked out
in ASU-themed togs — use delightfully unpretentious
terms that, again, speak to their main focus.

“Functional,” she offered.
“Kid friendly,” he added.

Personal touches
The Thornes moved into their home more than four

years ago and, Will said, their real estate agent initially
wasn’t going to show them the house. At the time, the
place flaunted peachy-pink shag carpeting and sterile
white walls.

A Devil of a good time
Charli Turner Thorne, ASU’s women’s basketball coach,
keeps her home casual for both family and team

The pool table is a hub of activity when the basketball team comes over.

Sun Devil souvenirs decorate one of the boys’ rooms.

The large family room can comfortably accommodate more than a dozen guests. A nearby pool table is a popular spot. Built-ins feature heirlooms and art crafted by family.
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Charli Turner Thorne, if you’ll pardon the pun,
has never dropped the ball.

The lithe Southern California native with
the girl-next-door looks played basketball at Stanford
University, where she lettered four years and picked up
several athletic awards before earning her psychology
degree in 1988. She met her husband Will Thorne
while on the job as an assistant coach at Santa Clara
University, and the two have since added three adora-
ble sons to their family. At Northern Arizona University
in the mid-1990s, she became the first coach ever 
at that school to have back-to-back winning cam-
paigns and now, after arriving at Arizona State
University in 1996, she’s snagged the honor of being
the winningest head coach of women’s basketball in
the school’s history.

“She is a person who believes that you can have
it all,” said Will, who adds that he thinks his role as 
a stay-at-home dad is “a piece of cake” compared to
his wife’s job.

Charli, like most any mother working outside the
home, is very aware that her demanding — but 
rewarding — high-profile career has its share of pros
and cons.

“I get a little torn because I miss out on some
things,” she admits, noting there’s additional
pressure because she’s the sole breadwinner.

To minimize those times that his wife does miss 
out on, Will does his best to take their sons to see her
at work whenever it’s appropriate and often tries to
nudge her out the door by herself for some “Charli
time” — even if it’s just to let her hop in the hot tub in
their backyard or thumb through a book uninterrupted.

Of course, he wryly notes, the book’s usually about
leadership or coaching.

From left to right: Quinn, Charli, Conor, Will and Liam
Thorne.
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Throughout At Home

Week, tour the homes

of some of the Valley’s

biggest names in sports.

Monday/Rustic
The Scorer: Shane Doan,
Phoenix Coyotes

Tuesday/Traditional
The Executive: Derrick Hall,
Arizona Diamondbacks

Wednesday/Modern
The Defender: Adrian Wilson,
Arizona Cardinals

Thursday/Casual
The Coach: Charli Turner Thorne,
ASU

Friday/Eclectic
The Legend: Alvan Adams,
Phoenix Suns

— See TURNER THORNE, Page AH6
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Interior design

By Paula Hubbs Cohen

“I f you don’t know 
where you’re going,
you’ll never get there.”
So says Julie Coleman,

director of design services for
La-Z-Boy Furniture Galleries.

We’ve all been at that begin-
ning point in our lives. Whether
it’s a first apartment or a first
house, first-time decorating is
usually done on a limited bud-
get — and it usually isn’t easy.

The most difficult aspect is
getting started. Fortunately,
there’s plenty of help to set you
on your way to creating that
comfortable environment
known as “home.”

Prioritize
But where to begin? Profes-

sional designers recommend

starting with first things first.
Coleman tells her clients to
consider where the family
spends most of its time. Then,
before you do anything else,
purchase the largest item for
that room.

“That helps you develop a
style and color theme,” she said.
“Also, you need to love your
main piece, whether it’s the
feel, look, function, color or all
the above. If you love it, it’s
perfect.”

According to the design team
members at Ethan Allen, focus-
ing on basics is a key element 
in designing your first home.

“For now, you can live with-
out layers of accessories and
statement pieces,” said Melinda
Covelli, senior project manager

for Ethan Allen in
Chandler. “You should
not, however, go
without a sofa, tables,
a bed and some stor-
age pieces.”

Shirley Carlson, a
design consultant and
sales manager for Lane
Home Furnishings,
agreed and added that
because first homes
are usually furnished
on impulse, need and
budget, people have to
carefully weigh quality
versus price. “I advise
people to choose tran-

sitional styling and to stay away
from trendy styles and fabrics,”
she said. “Start with a sofa and
loveseat or sofa and two chairs.
Also, a room that will get a lot
of use should have durable fab-
ric and neutral colors. Let the
pillows and area rugs supply the
color to the room.”

Do your homework
Because furniture is so im-

portant, not to mention expen-
sive, Coleman encourages peo-
ple to educate themselves on
styles and trends. “One of the
best ways to make good choices
is to visit furniture stores and
find out what looks and colors
you’re drawn to,” she explained.
“Also, looking through design
magazines and tearing out your
favorite designs is extremely
helpful.”

Style is very personal and is
expressed through everything
from fashion to the cars we
drive. “We also express our style
in the way we decorate our
homes. At home, the way we
design is a reflection of our-
selves,” Covelli said. “It should
mirror the way we want to feel
when we walk through our
door, when we entertain our
family and friends and when
we seek sanctuary from the
rest of the world.”

Keep it personal
Finally, most designers find it

very helpful when someone has
a file of likes and dislikes. Even
if you don’t use a designer, just
looking through a selection of
pictures will give you a feel
for what appeals to you,

whether it’s similar colors,
a plethora of accessories or a
more minimalist style.

“The other important part of
design is personalizing it for
you and your family. It is your
home, and every room should
have a piece or two that is very
personal, whether it be an
antique, piece of art or acces-
sory,” Coleman said. “Our
homes should be an expression
of who we are.”

Beyond hand-me-downs
Prioritize your purchases when furnishing your first home

La-Z-Boy

A neutral sofa and chair are good investments when you’re just starting out. Carefully selected accessories add punch
without breaking the bank.

Ethan Allen

The leaves of this dining table can be folded so it also can function as a sofa table.

Lexington Home Products

Make your purchases do double duty.
This piece can work behind a sofa, as
an accent piece or even in a kitchen.
Note the baskets and drawers for extra
storage.

Ethan Allen

A narrow coffee table can provide an extra surface
for a laptop if you select nesting tables like these.

Decorating your first
home? Follow these tips
from experts.

• Educate yourself on the
cost of furniture and accesso-
ries. Develop a realistic design
budget and then choose
quality wherever and when-
ever you can afford it. Don’t
forget to budget for functional
accessories such as lighting,
mirrors and drapery panels
or blinds.

• Select a great mattress
because healthy sleep is price-
less. If a good mattress seems
expensive, keep in mind that
you’ll be using it for 10 to 15
years, if not more.

• Purchase at least an
armoire and dresser for the
bedroom. If you don’t have
much closet space, you may
need more storage pieces.

• If your dining and living
areas are combined, consider 
a drop-leaf table. When it’s
not in use, you can fold the
leaves, and it can do double-
duty as a sofa table. If you
have a breakfast bar, buy a
few comfortable, stylish stools.

• If your space is limited
and you plan to have guests
stay over, invest in a sleeper
sofa. If you’ll use it in the
main living/entertaining area,
consider having the sofa
upholstered in something
durable, such as chenille,
leather, denim or twill.

• Look for a coffee table
and end tables with fixed
shelves to increase storage
opportunities.

FYI
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www.shastapools.com602.532.3750

PHOENIX DESIGN CENTER

6031 N. 16TH ST.
PHOENIX, AZ 85016

JUST NORTH OF BETHANY HOME

Visit us Today and discover what your backyard can look like!

Design Center Hours: Monday - Friday: 9-8 • Saturday: 9-6 • Sunday: Closed

MESA DESIGN CENTER

2653 S. ALMA SCHOOL RD.
MESA, AZ 85210

JUST NORTH OF GUADALUPE
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Rustic, Spanish Colonial and Southwestern
Furniture, Pottery and Home Accessories

You’re going to
LOVE this store!

www.tresamigos.net

Our Most Popular
Rustic Nightstand

Now $89*
Regularly $119. Limit 2 per customer

SOLID

WOOD

Full size
Starting at

There’s always something
new at Tres Amigos!

On regular priced merchandise

*Not valid with any other offer. Offer expires 10/31/06.
Quantities limited to stock on hand. While supplies last.

ENTIRE STORE
10–80% OFF!*

Take an additional 50% off
selected Factory Samples—including

hundreds of one-of-a-kind accessory items.

13802 N. Scottsdale Rd. #143 (Scottsdale Rd. & Thunderbird) 480.367.1414
4907 W. Bell Rd., #E1 (Southeast corner of 51st Ave. & Bell) 602.375.8123
1746 W. Ruby Rd. #108 (Warner and the 1-10) 480.287.5703
1030 E. Baseline Rd. #120 (Baseline & Rural) 480.831.6701
Avondale (Coming Soon) 1465 N. Dysart Rd. Avondale, AZ 85323
Gilbert (Coming Soon) 2711 S. Santan Village Parkway Gilbert, AZ 85296
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Bedrooms

By Brian Anderson

L ike many sofa bed
owners, Tim Erdmann
of Gilbert had a simple
need: a place to sleep. A

divorce, he said, left him with
no furniture about six years
ago and someone was at the
ready with a free sleeper sofa.

“It was actually pretty nice,”
he said.

Erdmann and countless 
others across the country 
and around the world have
made use of the combination
sofa and bed for more than
75 years. Called sofa beds,
sleeper sofas, Hide-A-Beds and
convertibles, these sleep sys-
tems evolved from the studio
couch of 1930.

Seating, sleeping solution
It was the Depression and

the Simmons Co. seized on the
notion that families were con-
solidating living arrangements.
The studio couch provided a
place to sit by day and sleep
by night.

In 1940, Simmons intro-
duced the Hide-A-Bed, which
became one of the most pop-
ular sleep products until the
company stopped manufactur-
ing it in 1990. While often
short on comfort, the Hide-A-
Bed, a trademark first used in
1940 and officially registered
in 1948, provided adaptable
furnishings for those short 
on space.

Caye Upholstery of Missis-
sippi continues to produce the
Hide-A-Bed under a licensing
agreement with Simmons.

Over the years, the popular-
ity of the sofa bed has drawn
in variations of the original
product. Perhaps one of the
more interesting developments
was the 5 in 1 Sofa Bed from
Thane USA.

The 5 in 1 is an inflatable —
yes, blow-up — couch that con-
verts into a mattress, or vice
versa, depending on your point
of view.

“The 5 in 1 Sofa Bed is the
ultimate seating and sleeping
solution,” the Thane Web site
says.

If that was not enough, it
can even be used on the water
just in case a little more space
is needed when the in-laws
come to town.

Prices range from $99 for a
Double to just more than $300
for an extra-long Queen.

Newer styles
A more permanent or immo-

bile — and decidedly less buoy-
ant — option comes from
Jennifer Convertibles. These
modern creations provide two
cross bars, adding comfort and
support to the original design
that planted a single steel bar
in the middle of the bed.

“Compared to the old ones,
these are lot more comfort-

able,” said April Freitas, man-
ager of the Jennifer Convertibles
store in Phoenix.

One of the biggest advances
in the sofa bed came with the
use of sturdier mattresses.
Freitas said. For example, the
models sold through Jennifer
Convertibles can include Tem-
pur-Pedic foam mattresses or air
coils that provide better support.

Prices for Jennifer Convert-
ibles sofa beds range from $300
to $2,000, and the sofas come
in many different fabrics and
styles.

But even with the added level

of comfort, why not just bring
home a traditional frame,
mattress and box spring? In a
word: space, Freitas said.

“Instead of having an extra
guest room, (people) want to
have an office but still be able
to sleep people when they come
over,” she said. “They want it
just to be there, just in case.”

Still, for others like Erdmann,
who had a personal need rather
than one of hospitality, a real
sleep system trumps a sofa bed
any day. That’s why he didn’t
shed any tears when someone
recently bought his.

Hidden, but not forgotten

La-Z-Boy

In addition to large sofas, love seats and single chairs also can be transformed
into sofa beds. The smaller configurations create Twin- or Double-size beds.

Simmons

A vintage sofa bed ad from Sim-
mons. Date unknown.

Flexsteel Industries

Sleeper sofas allow homeowners to provide overnight guests with a place to
sleep, while still utilizing space for everyday living.

Century Furniture

Even if they’re sleeping on a sofa, your guests will feel welcome with
luxurious linens.

Eight decades after its introduction, the sofa bed remains a staple of space-conscious design

While an old sofa bed
may leave something to
be desired, consider
dressing it up to create a
better image of comfort.
Even with a sore back,
your guests will appre-
ciate sleeping in style.
Here are some tips:

• Use colorful pillows and
blanket throws to accessor-
ize during the day. Use the
same items after turning
out the bed to bring a touch
of style to bedtime.

• Provide quality pillows,
sheets and other bedding to
add a sense of luxury to the
pull-out bed. It may not be
a five-star hotel, but a little
illusion can make it seem a
slightly more that way.

• Provide stylish end tables,
a lamp, framed photos and
even a fashionable alarm
clock to paint a picture of
quality for your guests. Even
a cookie or mint on the
pillow at bedtime helps
guests feel welcome.

• Make the investment in
an upgraded mattress. You
don’t necessarily need to
spend a lot to get a lot.

Treat your guests
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Enter toWin
one of two gift certificates good at

participating At HomeWeek advertiser locations!

Beginning October 23, look inside The Arizona
Republic for At Home Week – five consecutive

days of shopping bliss to help you redecorate

your home. Each day will include a specific

theme with fresh ideas for every room. Plus

enter to win our Shopping Spree Spectacular!

$2,500

$1,000

October 23-27

Enter Me in the At Home Week
Shopping Spree Spectacular!

Name _______________________________________________

Address _____________________________________________

City _______________________State_______Zip___________

Daytime Phone ___________________E-mail ______________

No purchase necessary. Must be 18 years or older. To enter, or for complete rules,
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CREATIVE LEATHER
F U R N I T U R E

now open! GILBERT (480) 287-5600 • SCOTTSDALE (480) 596-0003
ARROWHEAD (623) 572-7600 • CHANDLER (480) 820-6500

Style you’ve been dreaming of...

Visit the Valley’s Largest All-Leather Showroom

FREE 24 MONTHS FINANCING*

FREE SALES TAX*

FREE LOCAL DELIVERY*

FREE CUSTOM OPTIONS*

America’s Finest Leather Furniture

100% Top Grain Leathers

Unlimited Shapes & Styles

Manufactured in Arizona

Free In-Home Design

Lifetime Guarantee

Unique Home Furnishings Accessories

Thousands of Colors

*Some restrictions apply. See store for details. O.A.C. $1000 minimum purchase (24 equal principle payments offer due from date of delivery. If balance is
not paid in full during 730-day same as cash period, interest, late fees and penalties apply. Offer ends 10-31-06.) Not valid on prior purchases or in conjuc-

tion with other offers. In stock selected leathers, CLF products, CLF options only. Free local deliveries with a minimum purchase of $999.00

www.creativeleather.com
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Nowadays, the fancy room —
an expansive living room just 
off the foyer — features a formal
couch, a dining room table and
hutch, and plenty of pinto bean-
colored paint with the pictur-
esque name of “Rusty Nail.”
A glossy black upright piano,
purchased by Charli for her mu-
sically gifted spouse, snuggles
against one wall. Will, who also
plays banjo and mandolin, often
can be spotted Sunday evenings
performing traditional Irish
music at Valley establishments
such as Rosie McCaffrey’s.

Near the front door hangs a
painting done by Charli’s father,
Jim Turner, who recently retired
as an assistant vice chancellor 
at UCLA in the school’s graduate
division. The piece — which has
a title that runs about three sen-
tences long and portrays not on-
ly basketballs but also Salvador
Dali’s mustache — showcases Jim
Turner’s love of Aboriginal-style
dot painting and his sense of
humor. Another of his paintings,
“Cubic Still Life with Basketballs,”
hangs by the staircase. Several of
his wood carvings also are found
throughout the home.

Next up is the kitchen, an
informal gathering place with
plenty of room to perch with a
drink or grab a snack. Jill Noe, a
22-year-old ASU guard, is famil-
iar with this area of the dwelling
and barely manages to stifle a
giggle when asked what she likes
best about her coach’s home.

“Probably the free food,” Noe
said, adding, “Charli makes a
mean fruit salad.”

Open-door policy
On a more serious note, Noe

said the Thornes’ place is a
welcoming home away from
home. The team often gathers
there to play Pictionary, ping
pong or pool, or to attempt a
little karaoke.

“You don’t even have to
knock,” said Noe, who hails from
a large family in Oregon and
enjoys the warm atmosphere at
the home. “You just walk in.”

From the kitchen, guests wind
their way into the family room,

playfully dubbed the world beat
room. The moniker is a nod to
a mask on the wall — an Indo-
nesian find that apparently got
a bit corrupted after someone
other than Jim Turner dolled it
up with Australian aboriginal
dot-painting — as well as some
Southwestern-influenced décor
and plenty of Irish touches in
honor of Will’s heritage. Stand-
ing center stage is the aforemen-
tioned billiard table, purchased
during pre-kid days when the
Thornes were weighing their
big-purchase options (pool table
versus dining room table) in a
previous home. They went with
the item they figured would get
the most use. Naturally, things
have changed.

“Most of the time, it’s the
world’s most expensive laundry-
folding table,” Will quips, and,
sure enough, the table holds a
couple of small stacks of clean
clothes ready to be put away.

Charli, 40, and Will, 42, occa-
sionally play pool and the boys
like to knock the balls around,

but these days Will said the
table is used “mostly by tall,
college-aged women.”

Nearby, a high-backed sec-
tional sofa provides a cozy nook
for plenty of folks to chat or
watch the game or latest Disney
release on the modest-sized TV.

“We’re still in the Hot Wheels-
throwing stage,” Will said, not-

ing that the niche for the TV is
considerable larger than their
current appliance. “No need to
put a $3,000 TV there.”

Full house
Will knows a whole lot about

his children’s tendencies because
right now he’s the stay-at-home
parent. Charli said that up until

Quinn’s birth, Will was working
in management for an audiovi-
sual company. They soon de-
cided it was in their family’s best
interest that he step away from
corporate life for a while.

“It works a lot better now 
that he’s not working,” Charli
said, adding that Will has em-
braced his new role. “And he’s 
a fabulous dad.”

The couple met at Santa Clara
University, where she was an
assistant coach for the women’s
basketball team and he main-
tained the video library. Charli,
a self-described “technopeasant”
at the time, needed to make a
highlight tape and he had the
job of showing her how to use
the video equipment. Needless to
say, he found a way that day to
hang out with her much longer
than technically necessary. He
basically made the tape for her.
They were married on May 14,
1994 at Charli’s alma mater,
Stanford University, where she
also played basketball.

As for the rest of the home,

perhaps one of the best gather-
ing spots is a cavernous room
upstairs that’s known as the
playroom, the rumpus room
or the drum room, depending
on whom in the family you ask.
Situated near the boys’ two
blue-painted rooms — Conor has
his own baseball-themed one
and Liam and Quinn share a
room with a homemade loft —
the space serves as a place for
the family to connect with each
other and, sometimes, with
themselves. A seating area
allows the boys to watch a little
TV or kick back with a book; it
also allows Charli a quiet place
to read the paper early in the
morning or Will to catch a
breath after a day of watching
their brood. True, much of the
space is dominated by things
like Legos and race car tracks,
but there’s also Charli’s workout
equipment in one corner and
Will’s drum set in another. It is,
after all, a playroom.

“We’re all just kids at heart,”
Charli said.

Family artwork displayed throughout
— TURNER THORNE, from Page AH1

Charli and Will have cooking for the team down to a science.

Mark W. Lipczynski/The Arizona Republic

The Thornes’ living room — also known as the “fancy room” — quickly turns into a dining hall when the entire team stops by.

An eclectic collection of sculpture and art — some by Charli’s 
father — decorates the home.

There might be an army in the house, but the carpet stays clean.
Flip-flops and shoes line the foyer of the Thorne home.

Cover story: Charli Turner Thorne
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Bathrooms

By Kathy King

Ready to relax? Just
head down the hall to
the bathroom. Yes, the
room that didn’t even

exist as such in American
homes until after World War I
is credited with housing the
answer to your aches, pains
and stressors: the bathtub.
And manufacturers continue
to design new ways to create
swirling, bubbling, blissful
experiences.

Hitting the target
Jacuzzi’s pressurized,

pulsating bath water began
its use in hospitals to treat 

arthritis. In 1968, Roy Jacuzzi
brought his family’s innova-
tion into homes. “Now every-
one can enjoy hydrotherapy,”
said Paul Salyards, Jacuzzi’s
senior vice president for mar-
keting and business develop-
ment. “We’ve changed bath-
rooms from functional to a
real sanctuary.”

Jacuzzi’s patented jets
evenly mix water and air to
create the whirlpool action.
Whether relief is needed from
a long, stressful day at work
or from a pick-up softball
game, each individual’s 
massage can be adjusted to
hit just the right spots with

exactly the desired pressure,
from gentle to vigorous. A
variety of jet styles swivel to
target tender spots and inline
heaters keep the water warm.
Jacuzzi and other manufactur-
ers have expanded the experi-
ence to include air baths, spa
or salon baths, radiant floor
heating and more.

Today’s technology
Air baths, such as Kohler’s

Memoirs, are designed with
self-cleaning pinholes lining
the bottom and/or sides of the
tub. Air and water can be
mixed, as in Kohler’s “sok”
bath, where tiny, champagne-
like bubbles rise, clinging to
and bursting on your skin. “It’s
a calming and relaxing experi-
ence,” said Shawn Oldenhoff,
senior product manager for
bathing products for Kohler.
The sok bath also offers a
gentle waterfall sound with its
infinity edge and under-mount
design, where water overflows
into a concealed trough.

And because air is being
heated instead of water, just
one dedicated electrical circuit
is needed rather than two, said
Carmen Buffin, a senior de-
signer at EXPO Design Center.

Spa or salon baths offer 
a combination of whirlpool
action and air bubbles, as in
Jacuzzi’s Fuzion, which among
other delights offers face-to-
face seating for two and dual
whirlpool controls. Its hidden
overflow drain allows a full
fill without the spills.

Technological advances
haven’t stopped at the tub.
Remote controls or keypads 
set your choice of water colors
from the chromatherapy lineup
and raise TVs from cabinets
while bathing. And radiant-
heated floors extend the
comfort zone.

Visualize, then customize
Picture your own blissful

bath, from ceiling to floor.
“The biggest trend of all is
about the room,” Salyards
said. Tub sizes, styles and
encasements can enhance
any bathroom.

Tubs have gotten chin-deep,

double-wide and luxuriously
long. Seating heights can vary,
so two people can rest com-
fortably. Depending upon a

room’s size and shape, the
tub may be freestanding or
dropped into a defined space.

Acrylic is best for curved
contours, while fiberglass
accommodates sharper,
geometric shapes. Both have
become less porous and easier
to clean, according to Buffin.
Cast iron still is available for
vintage looks. An array of
faucets and hand-held showers
helps define the room’s style.

Surrounds can match any
décor, using any combination
of tile, granite, marble, wood,
steel or laminate. Edges are
often wide enough to accom-
modate candles or beverages.

The family tub
Buffin said that trends are

moving toward designing the
master bath’s tub for the entire
family’s use. Asked whether
those tubs are designed for 
individual use or for the
family to use together, she
said, “There is a point at which
we stop asking questions.”

Blissful baths
Bathrooms viewed as home-based sanctuaries

EXPO Design Center

A blue and white bathtub is the centerpiece of this country French bathroom.

EXPO Design Center

This blissful bath features an acrylic
tub set in a tile surround large enough
to accommodate towels, a beverage
and a favorite book.

Consider creating a “Blissful Bath Basket” of specialty items for yourself, or as a gift.
Then, enjoy your customized escape from the world. “First of all, though, allow enough
time to relax,” suggests Catherine Gentile, public relations manager for Bed Bath &
Beyond. “A well-planned bath can delight all of your senses.”

Her suggestions include:
SIGHT

Dimmed light or candles,
placed safely nearby

SOUND
Favorite music

SMELL
Lavender or eucalyptus-

scented soaps, oils and candles

TOUCH
• Bubbles: Bubble bath can

feel luxurious and whimsical at
the same time. Some even enjoy
the old-fashioned home remedy,
Epsom salts, to wash away
aches and pains.

• Massaging mat: For those

with standard tubs, the Conair
Body Benefits Thermal Spa Bath
Mat offers a remote-controlled
full-body, vibrating massage
with soothing roller and bubble
action.

• Pillow: A flexible, padded
three-chamber bath pillow or a
terry cloth-covered hotel spa
pillow, both anchored with suc-
tion cups, ensure head-to-toe
comfort.

• Towel, mat and robe: A
thick, 100 percent Turkish cot-
ton LuxSpa Allure towel or over-
sized bath sheet, and a terry or
silk robe wrap you — and your

bath — up. The matching ab-
sorbent bath mat completes the
experience.

• Hand softener and foot
warmer: Gel or unlined gloves
augment hand moisturizers just
when the skin is ready for pam-
pering. And microwavable,
scented, foot-warming booties
extend your indulgence beyond
the bath.

TASTE
Pour yourself a cup of tea,

hot chocolate, or your favorite
drink, add a good book, and
you’ve created a customized,
blissful bath.

Get the glow, head to toe

EXPO Design Center
www.expo.com

Jacuzzi
www.jacuzzi.com

Kohler
www.kohler.com

Bed Bath & Beyond
www.bedbath.com

Get ideas online
for designing your
own blissful bath

Jacuzzi

Jacuzzi’s patented jets evenly
mix water and air to create the
whirlpool action.




